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How do you transform visionary ideas into sustainable realities? This webinar, featuring
Adventist Health White Memorial (AHWM), a 2019 Baldrige Award winner, in collaboration
with Mednition, will highlight their journey in integrating and expanding the use of artificial
intelligence to fulfill their organizational mission. The session will showcase how this
partnership has set new healthcare quality and operational excellence standards. Utilizing
an innovative framework, their joint efforts have significantly improved patient outcomes,
enhanced workforce well-being and retention, and boosted financial performance.

Mara Bryant As Operations Executive, Mara Bryant leads out key initiatives integrating the
Malcolm Baldrige business framework, strategic planning, and organizational performance.
In 1999, she became Adventist Health's first national Malcolm Baldrige examiner in the
healthcare category, which has helped White Memorial better understand and implement
the Malcolm Baldrige criteria. Bryant has also set up an effective productivity standard to
monitor staffing and help ensure correct nursing ratios. She also established the decision
support function to provide comparative data, vital to strategic and operational planning.

Steven Reilly is the CEO and Co-founder of Mednition, an industry-leading artificial
intelligence company that improves patient, staff, and hospital outcomes with clinician-first
real-time clinical guidance and risk detection in Emergency Departments with KATE AI.
Steven has a long history of developing and guiding key transformations within organizations
in a career that began in the complex world of management consulting as well as later
success as an entrepreneur before turning these skills to the healthcare sector.

Out of a deeply personal experience with his daughter in an emergency department, he
used his professional expertise and unwavering commitment to transform healthcare,
enacting change where it’s needed to create a healthier and safer future for everyone.
Mednition's team is mission-driven and passionate about impacting the lives of patients and
healthcare professionals through meaningful advancements in real-time clinical risk
detection, thereby supporting the best possible decisions for patients for over 2 million
patients.
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To register for the webinar, go to https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4050998196396006492
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